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The purpose of AutoCAD Product Key is to create and manipulate drawings that have two
dimensions: elevation and plan, or two-dimensional (2D) perspective drawings. AutoCAD Crack Mac
uses the lines and angles on 2D drawings to generate 3D forms and shapes. AutoCAD also supports
one and two-dimensional plans. One and two-dimensional plans are considered topological plans.

Topological plans have two or three dimensions. A topological plan is one that depicts elements or a
feature of an assembly, system, or device and identifies any interrelationships among those

elements or features. A topological plan does not present a true three-dimensional (3D) model of the
assembly, system, or device. A topological plan provides a logical representation of the structure,

without information about depth and positioning. With AutoCAD, a topological plan can be created by
the user or can be generated automatically by specifying a template. A template is a drawing that
contains all of the information needed to generate a topological plan. A template can be generated

automatically and then modified by the user. The modified template can be re-generated to
generate a new topological plan. In general, a topological plan has many features that make it useful

for documentation and control. These features are described in more detail below. An AutoCAD
topological plan can also be used for automated engineering or control. Creating a Topological Plan
In AutoCAD, a topological plan is created by generating a template. To create a template, you must
set the drawing scale, model units, and work area. You must also select the template unit size. After
setting the drawing scale, the model units, and the work area, a template is created. The template

can be modified and then used to generate a new topological plan. The topological plan can be
generated from the template, which must have all the required information, or from a project. A

project is an archive file that contains one or more drawing or CAD database files. The drawing scale
(1:1 scale or scale factor), model units (e.g., feet), and work area must be set when a template is
created. When you create a template, you also specify the model unit size. You can specify the
model unit size in millimeters, centimeters, or inches. The model unit size corresponds to the

horizontal and vertical scale of the original drawing. The scale (a scale factor), model units, and work
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AutoCAD and programming There are two development languages used by AutoCAD's development
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team: Autodesk's proprietary format, ADT, and the lower-level language, Visual LISP. Autodesk has
been moving to use the open-source language C++ with a few parts of the software written in VBA.
Advantages of the proprietary language Autodesk has developed for AutoCAD are: Direct access to

the current model for editing drawings and placing objects and dimensions Dependent on the
modeling software in use, ADT can use many different display techniques to display data Maintains a

database of objects and drawing characteristics, permitting faster search Ability to be integrated
directly into the modeling software Autodesk has implemented a number of third party libraries, both
free and proprietary, in addition to these advantages. As a result, third party users can use ADT files

in a number of applications. These applications are listed in the software's documentation. ADT is
becoming less popular with the rise of newer applications written for other languages. Visual LISP
Visual LISP is a standardized, cross-platform programming language, which can be used to extend
the functionality of AutoCAD, and to develop tools. Visual LISP was originally developed by Bruno
Lefferts. Visual LISP supports the same kinds of coding techniques and programming objects as

Visual Basic for Applications. In addition, Visual LISP supports the creation of add-ons, which can be
used to create custom-designed functions, menus, and dialog boxes. VBA Microsoft's Visual Basic for

Applications is an Object Oriented BASIC-like language used to write macros, or add-ons, to
AutoCAD. Visual Basic for Applications can also be used to interface with the other languages listed
in this section. Visual Basic for Applications is part of Microsoft Office and is used by other software,
including Microsoft Excel, Visio, and Access. .NET The Microsoft.NET platform provides a standard for

developing object-oriented software. AutoCAD's interface designers can use Microsoft.NET
technology to add new features to the software. ObjectARX ObjectARX is a C++ class library created
by Autodesk. ObjectARX provides classes that can be used to perform AutoCAD tasks. This permits
third parties to create applications that perform tasks similar to those performed by AutoCAD. Auto
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AutoCAD

Click on the logo on the upper right side of the screen. Double click on the Autocad Logo and select
Autodesk 2017. Click on “Open”. Open the “Settings” and set “Default Product Line to” Autodesk.
(Optional): Choose the interface to which you would like to open Autodesk. When you open Autodesk
via a shortcut from Windows, your “Default Product Line” setting will be the Product Line that you set
for the shortcut. Change the Product Line, save the settings, close the software, exit and start the
program again. Go to File->Open and select “Default Product Line” for the.ACD file. Step 2: Install
the correct templates and aero shapes To automatically place curves and surfaces into the required
shape, select File->Import and choose a template as follows: For example: Import a plan: Import a
profile: Import a solid: Import a multi: Import a 3D cylinder: The imported solid will only be filled with
the specified material and will not have the correct boundaries. For a better result, you can also
download the AutoCAD surface tool. Step 3: Ensure that the correct material and units are set
Choose Material from the menu bar, and change the material accordingly (Note: Materials with
different names such as BRONZE and BRONZE MACHINE are the same material). Change the units to
mm, centimetres, inch or mm. Changing the units means that the edges on curves are adjusted so
that they are the unit that is selected. Press OK when you have set the units and material. Step 4:
When the parts are visible When the part appears in the overview, click on the part name to bring it
into view. Press OK to remove the part from the view. Step 5: Add the desired curves and surfaces To
add the desired curves and surfaces, drag the mouse cursor to select the curves or surfaces and
place them accordingly. When you are finished, press OK to remove the curves or surfaces from the
view. Step 6: Remove the unnecessary curves To remove any unnecessary curves, click on the line
through the curves to select the line and click on the curve that should be removed to remove it.
Step 7:

What's New In AutoCAD?

Share drawings in a way that your peers can help you make them better. Use your CAD drawings in
the cloud, whether at work, at home, on a mobile device, or on a website. (video: 1:23 min.) Add
comments and annotations to CAD drawings. Make your work easier to review and collaborate on by
adding helpful comments, drawings, and annotations. (video: 1:26 min.) Collaborate with others in a
CAD context. Share and sync drawings among a team, whether in the cloud or on a local network.
(video: 1:33 min.) Export symbols, parts, and models for reuse in other programs. Combine and
reuse symbols, parts, and models from other programs into your own drawings. (video: 1:33 min.)
Create a unified view of symbols, parts, and models in multiple drawing programs. Create and
manage a single library of symbols, parts, and models across your projects. (video: 1:39 min.)
Drawing tools: Accurate, precise 2D drafting. 3D visualization and documentation with datum planes
and visualizing objects. (video: 1:27 min.) Transform drawings to an accurate, precise, world-ready
representation. Use transformations, layouts, and other advanced commands to convert drawings
into the representation that best matches the data they represent. (video: 1:34 min.) Create 3D
visualizations and documentation with datum planes and visualizing objects. Create 2D and 3D
drawings with model-based referencing and use a single symbol for all in your drawings. (video: 1:38
min.) 3D Viewport. Easily navigate your 3D drawings. Use the right tools, techniques, and options to
manage your views, turn on and off lines, and choose the best view for the data that you need to
see. (video: 1:40 min.) Do more with Project, Work Center, and Planner. Use the tools available in
Project, Work Center, and Planner for faster and more powerful project management. (video: 1:44
min.) Organize your drawings. Use a project-based organization to manage your drawings. Order
them by size, by drawing date, by drawing subject, or by layers. (video: 1:49 min.) Stay organized
with Command Manager. Customize the Tasklist to help you stay organized
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System Requirements:

A program is a useful software or Web service that is available for free on the internet (for more
information see “Wikipedia – Official website”). Most programs include a set of minimal software
requirements. Sometimes the software requirements are not clearly defined. In these cases we
mention the minimum system requirements we have found by testing the program on the actual
system(s). Sometimes the software requirements are clearly defined. In these cases we also mention
the software requirements in detail. For software requirements, you should also take into account
that programs often require you to have installed the most recent update
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